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2017 By the Numbers

From the Chief’s Desk

The South King County Fire Training Consortium is staffed with outstanding
personnel from each of our member fire departments. Among our greatest
challenges is replacing staff who leave for their next opportunity. 2017 saw
notable changes, as Assistant Chief Eric Tomlinson, Battalion Chief Sean Penwell, and Captain Reed Astley were promoted to their respective ranks within
the Puget Sound Fire and Valley Regional Fire Authorities. Captains Jeff Johnson (Tukwila) and Pat O’Hern (Puget Sound) moved on to retirement.
The staff turnover led to new responsibilities for our training officers, and they
didn’t miss a step. In fact, the new roles provided a fresh look at everything
we do; the Consortium has embraced change-management by necessity. The
result is a cycle of continuous self-assessment and improvement. We’re doing
everything we can to keep training as relevant as possible to the operations
personnel we serve.
Our practical training sessions continue to be our best and most popular
classes. Live Fire sessions, Firefighting Fundamentals and technical rescue
drills earn high scores from attendees. Yes, we know the learning management system (LMS) is less popular, but it does a lot of heavy lifting for us too!
We’ve endeavored to make online classes as lean as possible, and our members complete a great deal of their legally required training through our eLogic
software. It’s also a data warehouse, logging over 100,000 hours of training
in the first three quarters alone. That data has served departments well. Consortium staff assisted with Washington Survey and Rating Bureau assessments,
accreditation statistics and all manner of re-certifications throughout 2017.
On a personal note, I am incredibly honored to serve as the Chief of Training.
The men and women who work here are among the most talented and dedicated professionals I have known. I am thankful for their time, energy and enthusiasm. And still we would not be successful without the support we receive
from each member department – the technical rescue instructors, the subject-matter experts who assist us, and the shift commanders who implement
the often-complicated training plans. The Consortium continues to be the
strongest link between our agencies, and we value the trust you have placed in
us!

Deputy Chief of Training

Brian Carson
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Blue Card

Live Fire

One of the core training programs in the
SKCFTC is the Blue Card Incident Management
system. This program is designed to train,
evaluate, and certify fire department officers
that supervise and manage emergency crews in
everyday operations on a variety of incidents.
The Blue Card program trains incident
commanders and company officers on how to
organize resources, effectively communicate,
and increase safety on the emergency incident
scene. Certified Incident Commanders are
required to complete online training and show
proficiency in front of an evaluator through an
incident simulation program.

This year, the annual live fire training was held
at Puget Sound Fire Station 74. The burn tower
has been remodeled with four new burn props
in various locations throughout the building.
These new burn props are fueled by natural gas
and create a less hazardous fire scenario that
can mimic actual conditions producing heat,
smoke and even have the ability to simulate a
flashover.

In 2017, the SKCFTC continued training
over 450 Incident Commanders in two of
our training “Blocks”. These trainings used
computer simulation software and iPad
based computer workstations to simulate
actual company level operations at different
emergency responses. This past year, Block
1 concentrated on fires in large commercial
occupancies and the challenges that are found
with this building type. Block 6 focused on a
“Big Box” warehouse simulation. Each one of the
SKCFTC departments have these structures and
everyone of them could be faced with a fire or
major incident.
FF Fundamentals
During mid-June to the end of July crews from
SKCFTC departments were rotated through 32
training sessions in Block 4. During this fourweek period, close to 500 firefighters from different agencies throughout South King County
were rotated through the drill grounds at Renton Regional Fire Authority Station 14. Each of
these Firefighter Fundamentals sessions rotated crews through four different skills stations:
SCBA emergency procedures, Forcible Entry,
Wet Hose, and Vent/Enter/Isolate/Search.
The goal of each station was to reinforce skills
learned in the pre-study and give opportunity
for crews to have hands on practice of lessons
learned in the pre-load assignments that were
assigned prior to the Block. Crews were challenged to complete different task and show a
level of proficiency in each of the fundamental
firefighting areas.
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The drill was a multiple company evolution
that tasked different fireground skills such as:
search and rescue, fire extinguishment, hose
handling, forcible entry, ventilation, and communications. Arriving crews were challenged
with multiple fires burning in the burn tower.
They had to advance to the fires, extinguish
them, and ventilate the rooms. Company officers were tasked with coordinating units, effectively communicating needs, and completing
recognized tactical benchmarks. Each session
had two different challenging and fast-moving
events. During the four weeks of drill exercises,
close to 500 firefighters received the mandatory
training.
Promotional Testing
One of the essential functions of the SKCFTC
is to coordinate and set up the tactical portion
of the promotional testing process. In 2017
the SKCFTC coordinated seven different tactical exams for six different fire agencies at both
the company officer and the chief officer ranks.
Agencies looking to establish eligibility lists for
officers had the tactical portion of their exam
set up through the Consortium. The process
of putting on this portion of the test requires
months of planning and coordination.
In 2017, approximately 80 candidates were
scheduled by their agencies to participate. Each
candidate would be evaluated by a panel of
assessors on mitigating a simulated incident.
They were placed in a simulated command post
in front of a video screen that would react to
the tactics and changing environment in efforts
to extinguish the fire, effect rescue, and stabilize the incident. The candidates performed all
communications via a portable radio and actual
actors in a separate room responded back. Each
candidate was graded by an independent assessor based on several predefined criteria.

“ ”
Had a great time at drill
today. Drill encompassed
all the training learned in
the pre-study and allowed
us to put the online
training into play in
semi-realistic fashion.

“

Great variety of training
and good number of
reps. Great forcible
entry instruction.
Great low pressure
environment to
promote questions and
learning.

”“

-Block 4 Firefighter Fundamentals

”

Best live fire since I
got hired.

Fire Operations

-Block 6 Blue Card Training

-Block 5 Live Fire Training
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Pump Academy

EVIP Training

At the beginning of October 2017, your SKCFTC
engineer training officers finished the second
of two annual pump academies. The academy
has a maximum fifteen students trained by four
instructors. Thirty students representing six
fire departments completed the academies this
year. Students were given study materials six
weeks prior to the academy, which accounted
for 40 hours of training. The Pump Academy
added another 80 hours for an aggregate of
120 hours of training for new Driver Operators.
The two-week Pump Academy extensively covered classroom topics, such as diesel engines,
air brakes, apparatus safety, hydraulics, and fire
pump theory. Practical evolutions conducted
at Station 74, Station 14, and the Washington
State Fire Academy included pumping to multiple lines, standpipe operations, drafting, relay
operations, supplying a ladder truck, and time
with the pump simulator. In addition, an overview of wildland fire apparatus was added for
the first time. Students also spent time at the
Puget Sound Fire Garage to complete a pump
test with a fire apparatus mechanic. The academy concluded with the IFSAC Driver/Operator
exam.

SKCFTC Recruit Academies #3 and #4 received
two days of Emergency Vehicle Incident Prevention (EVIP) training. Day one consisted of eight
hours of classroom instruction on vehicle maintenance, safety, apparatus operation and general information. The second day took the recruits
outside for a driving cone course located at Station 74. With six stations, this course builds the
recruits’ ability to maneuver the apparatus in a
controlled environment. For the first time, we
incorporated 30 minutes of road drive time for
each recruit. This builds skill and confidence as
they return to their agency to complete the balance of required drive time. EVIP is mandated
by the State of Washington to comply with the
emergency vehicle exemption from Washington
State Patrol’s Commercial Driver License (CDL)
requirements that would otherwise be required
for driving vehicles of this size. Engineer trainers also manage and deliver ongoing EVIP training for the consortium.

“”

Pump Simulator
This was a big year for the continued development of the pump simulator. The simulator

The classroom
atmosphere was great
and the instructors
were very approachable!
They did a good job
preparing us for the
IFSAC practical test.
-Pump Academy

Engineer & Driver Training

was outfitted with new software, hardware,
valves, and flow meters. Also, a trailer-mounted box was added to allow the simulator to be
self-contained with its own hose and fittings.
Throughout 2017, engineer trainers completed
two days of pump simulator training at Enumclaw Fire Department and Vashon Island Fire
and Rescue. The firefighter/engineers managed simulated scenarios including multiple
hose lines, kinked lines, burst lines, and a loss
of supply. During these scenarios, students
managed hose lines while communicating with
crews and command via radio. The pump simulator is unique to our region and allows the
firefighter/engineer to gain realistic experience
with their own apparatus.
The pump simulator can be requested and the
engineer trainers will bring the pump simulator
to a fire station for a scheduled training session.
Pump Manual
In late 2017, the SKCFTC published its Pump
Manual. The Pump Manual provides the “how,”
and “why” and is intended to provide a consis-

tent reference guide for our 403 engineers in
the Consortium. This 45-page manual covers
many topics, such as properties of water, developing fire streams, and principles of friction
loss. It also provides an in-depth summary of
calculating pump discharge pressures, including
special pumping scenarios. Information gathered to comprise the Pump Manual was sourced
from fire departments in the SKCFTC, Zone 3
policies/procedures, Cal Fire, North American
Fire Hose Corporation, and IFSTA Pumping Apparatus Driver/Operator Handbook, 3rd edition.
The pump manual is available on eLogic under
the Professional Development tab.
New Engine Lesson Plans
Your engineer trainers have also developed
lesson plans for new fire engines prior to them
being put into service. The training is delivered
with a PowerPoint followed by hands-on training. In 2017, The Puget Sound Regional Fire
Authority purchased two Pierce Enforcers and
the Renton Regional Fire Authority purchased
two E-One engines. With the help from members of both departments, SKCFTC engineer
trainers assisted in the development and delivery of this training.
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Professional Development

“”
This was one of the best
courses and impactful
educational experiences in
my career as an evolving
acting battalion chief and
future administrator. The
coursework prior to the
academy was pertinent
and very beneficial and
appropriate.
-Battalion Chief Academy
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Professional Development

Recruit Academy

During the past year the training consortium
has provided training to our newest fire fighters with eyes wide open, to our most senior
members who are steely eyed veterans. Many of
these members have participated in some form
of professional development as they have navigated through their career. In 2017 the SKCFTC
graduated two recruit academies, Consortium
apprentices continue to move through the JATC
program, we developed and presented a Battalion Chief Academy, conducted an Annual Battalion Chief training day, provided task books
so personnel may be successful as they advance
to Company Officer and Battalion Chief, and
developed a process for Consortium personnel
that have been off for an extended period to
return to duty.

The South King County Fire Training Consortium conducted two academy classes in 2017.
During the first half of the year SKCFTC saw
its largest class to date, Class 3 with 24 recruits. The Departments that were represented
were, Burien Fire Department, Puget Sound Fire,
Renton RFA, Tukwila Fire Department, Valley Regional Fire Authority, and Vashon Island
Fire Rescue. The second class of 2017, class 4,
consisted of 21 recruits. The Departments that
were represented in Class 4 were King County
International Airport, Renton Fire, Puget Sound
Fire, Vashon Island Fire Rescue, Burien Fire Department, and Longview Fire Department.
The Recruit Academy consists of 19 weeks of
intense and demanding training. The training

curriculum is based on the best practices in the
region. At the end of the academy the recruits
are able to seamlessly join our current forces
out in operations with the knowledge, skills,
and abilities they need to be successful. During
the Recruit Academy, the recruits complete
IFSAC certifications in Firefighter I, Firefighter II,
Hazardous Materials (Hazmat) Awareness, and
Hazmat Operations. They finish the academy
with five weeks of intensive EMT training and
earn their Washington State EMT certification.
The Recruit Academy requires full time instructors to manage the daily operations of the
Academy. Individual subjects are instructed by
Training Officers from the Consortium. At least
three to six instructors from the Consortium
are required each drill day to supervise skill
stations. The SKCFTC Recruit Academy continues to grow and develop. With Class 5 on the
horizon in early 2018, we will potentially see
the largest class yet with 26 recruits. As the
Consortium continues to develop, it is vitally
important that we strive for consistency and excellence in the Recruit Academy process, so we
can continue to provide the participating organizations with a great product.

Battalion Chief Academy
The Battalion Chief Academy was held in June
at Station 46 of Puget Sound RFA. To be eligible to attend the academy the students needed
to complete required course study in several
classes, online training, and the acting battalion
chief task book. A total of 23 students attended
the course which included topics such as leadership, counseling, expectations, Zone 3 model
procedures, Blue Card simulations, developing
written reports and Incident Action Plans, and
fire investigations. The Academy is designed to
assist the students in learning the expectations,
roles and responsibilities of a Battalion Chief in
their department.

In September, the annual Battalion Chief training day was conducted at the SKCFTC auditorium. This training is designed to distribute
information in a consistent manner and foster networking amongst the different agencies shift commanders. This year’s speakers
included the incident commander during the
Marysville-Pilchuck High School active shooter incident. The presentation covered not only
the incident, but also some of the misconceptions between the police and fire department
JATC
and how this affected the operations, and
the lingering effects of such a traumatic inciThe JATC Program in 2017 entered its second
dent. Another presenter defined and discussed
year of a singular Consortium-wide JATC promental health issues that can lead to first regram. JATC continues to rigorously educate,
sponders suffering on the job. Coping skills
train, and test apprentices to develop them into and strategies were discussed that can assist in
Journeyman firefighters. Apprentices from Burdealing with those issues in our personal and
ien, North Highline, Maple Valley, Puget Sound,
professional lives. The training day also covered
Valley Regional Renton and Tukwila Fire Depart- new King County Model Procedures related to
ments all participated and were tested in 2017.
Mayday, high rise procedures and the history of
It is incumbent upon member departments and
Blue Card and the Mayday.
their fire crews to develop our apprentices and
prepare them for the tests that SKCFTC adminReturn to Duty
isters. The Consortium tested 60 apprentices,
eight of whom became first class firefighters.
The SKCFTC identified a learning path to asTraining officers conducted 109 Step Tests
sist with personnel who have been off duty for
ensuring that each candidate became proficient an extended period. The development of this
in both information retention, through a comlearning path examined the policies available
puter-based test, and job performance, through from consortium departments to identify the
drill ground evolutions. As a large number of
training needs. When a consortium member is
recruits complete the Consortium Recruit Acad- returning to work, we now have a consistent
emy, the JATC program will continue to grow
process to assign training to prepare them to
to meet the needs of department member apreturn to shift. This training has been identified
prentices. For 2018, JATC testing and content
for return to fire operations and addresses any
development will continue to be reviewed and
specialties/qualifications they may need.
revised when necessary.
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Truck Operations

“”
Keep it up. Great
training and
opportunities. Diversity
in site locations is
greatly appreciated.
-Rope Rescue Drill

Consortium truck companies were as busy in
2017 as ever. The year included two more truck
academies to bring new truck members up to
speed, three quarterly drills and a ventilation
scenario at the 2017 Live Fire drill.
The two truck academies educated and trained
new members on truck functions including residential and commercial ventilation, single family and multi-family residential searches, vententer-isolate-search, and conventional and
high density forcible-entry. Between the spring
and fall truck academies, there were 35 attendees from various departments in the Consortium taking part in the 40 hour academy.
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The quarterly drills were held at Station 14, 35,
and 74 and focused on routine truck company
responsibilities both on and off the roof. Some
of the topics included commercial ventilation,
emergency egress from a low-visibility area,
elevated stand pipe operation, and conventional
forcible entry.
This year Live Fire emphasized the importance
of coordinated ventilation and fire attacks. The
truck companies were given the opportunity to
perform vertical ventilation at Live Fire operating above the third floor of the training tower
with a roof ladder and coordinating the ventilation with the interior attack crews.

Technical Rescue
Zone 3, Technical response “dirt” training for
2017 included initial and continuing education
in Confined Space, Rope, Structural Collapse,
and Trench Rescue.
After a few years of not holding an initial class,
the Confined Space cadre certified fifteen students as new technicians in August. The first
biannual refresher training was held at District
44 Station 95 in August, with the second drill at
North Highline Station 29 in December.
Rope Rescue
The Rope cadre continued their tradition of
annual initial training. For 2017, seventeen
students were certified as new technicians.
Four continuing education drills were held; the
first quarter fundamentals drill at Station 28,
second quarter lead climbing/pick-off/rappel
drill at the LDS Bishop Storehouse silos, third
quarter medium to high angle drill in the area
of Mud Mountain Dam, and the fourth quarter
guided-offset/vertical stokes drill at Station 73
water tower.
RS2 Rescue Systems/Structural Collapse
For Structural Collapse, the Consortium sent
three students to the five-day UASI WMD Structural Collapse Rescue Course at Seattle Fire’s
Joint Training Facility. Five additional students
attended the two-day refreshers in June. The
annual training was held in late August. Certified personnel who missed that training were
assigned the Continuing Education (CE) training
which was completed at their home station.
Trench Rescue
The trench rescue group is fortunate to be
granted access to the JR Hayes & Sons location
in Maple Valley. They have supported Consortium training for the last several years. Personnel continued their training for this year,
practicing traditional panels along with spot
and speed shore rescue techniques. As we look
forward to the coming years, we expect to see
a refinement in the technical rescue program
including restructured response, standardized
resource capabilities, and refocused delivery
of training. The Consortium looks forward to
meeting these new opportunities as we move
forward as a region.

Technical Rescue

Confined Space

“”
Great drill! The
instructors gave good
instruction and allowed
the crews to problem
solve without stopping
and drawing out the
drill.
-Trench Rescue Drill

Water Rescue

“

Honestly, this is the best class
I have taken. Instructors were
very knowledgeable, and
pushed the swimmers hard. I
loved it. My comfort at 30-40
feet is now very high because
of all of the searches we did.
The class taught me to be at
ease in the water. I wish I could
help improve, but it was the
best class I have taken.

”

-Rescue Swimmer Initial Course

Rescue Swimmers

successful completion of the International
Assoication of Dive Rescue Specialists (IADRS)During 2017, rescue swimmers stepped up their Watermanship Skills fitness test.
training and created a new spotter position and
accountability board for water rescue incidents. Twelve new rescue swimmers completed their
The development of the spotter board-posiinitial qualifications in June of 2017, bringing
tion improved communications, accountabilithe Zone 3 total number of rescue swimmers to
ty, risk-benefit evaluations, triangulation, and
120.
witness interview techniques on static water
events. Rescue swimmers worked with initial
For 2018, the rescue swimmer program will
crews to improve shore support and help drive
improve training through the development of
incident priorities allowing for more accurate
a basic skills class offered in the King County
last-seen-points. This improved the ability of
Aquatic Center with seventeen feet of working
rescue swimmers to quickly identify and rescue depth. The IADRS-Watermanship test will also
submerged victims. The new spotter position
be administered throughout the year separate
was tested and successfully deployed during
of the basic skills class offering more focus for
large scale drills with initial crews in August.
training during the pool sessions.
The rescue swimmer program also improved
training for its core instructors by providing an
instructor’s class for the pool session, and an
instructor’s class for the lake training sessions.
This higher level of training improved the instructor’s knowledge and skills, making the
program more successful.
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108 rescue swimmers maintained qualifications
through annual training sessions developed
by the South King County Fire Training
Consortium. Training included twelve (basic
skills) pool sessions, twelve on scene-lake
training sessions, eight first due-initial
response training sessions, along with the

Dive Rescue
During 2017, Dive Rescue Instructors worked
together to design instructor level training for
current dive and basic skills training. Diver’s
completed their basic skills training at the King
County Aquatic Center, incorporating an out of
air station, confidence course, working diver
scenario, and zero visibility entanglement drill.
VRFA’s and Renton’s dive teams completed
current dive training at the trestle on the Cedar
River. Both teams worked to develop common
terminology and deployment for better team
integration.

Dive teams created a bi-annual curriculum
to improve annual training and requirements
placed on dive teams to maintain compliance.
Bi-annual training incorporates training in deep
water dives, navigation dives, night dives, along
with zero visibility dives.
Three new divers were trained and certified in
open water dive certification and dive rescue
specialists 1 certification. Therefore, two divers
were added to the Renton Dive Team and one
diver was added to the VRFA dive team. Two
divers completed NOAA working diver certification in May on the Renton Dive Team.
Dive teams worked to incorporate underwater
side scan sonar into their operations. With the
implementation of this new technology, water
rescue incidents will improve rescue operations
and the safety of its members working in IDLH
environments.
Swiftwater Rescue
Twenty five new swiftwater technicians were
certified in initial training offered in February
and October of 2017. Swiftwater technicians
meet challenging training requirements working in moving water to set up rope systems, raft
operations, and rescue of victims.
Swiftwater Instructors also received training towards becoming cooperate instructors for Rescue 3. Rescue 3 will offer an instructors course
in 2018 to certify 4 new instructors for zone 3.

“

Put it all together in a scenario
based format is greatly
appreciated and forms a
cohesive bond with other
crews and practices like we
play. More sets and reps
in scenario fashion is how
we become refined in our
efficiency.

-Swiftwater Annual Basic Skills Training

Raft Instructors were able to train at a higher
level in February of 2017. This higher level of
training provided excellent opportunities for
training departments with rafts at PalmerKanaskat State Park on the Green River.
Rescue Boat Operator
The rescue boat operator program utilizes a
train-the-trainer approach to qualifying members to be certified in the operations and deployment of rescue boats in Zone 3. During
February and March of 2017, rescue boat operators met on the lake for two days of intensive
training, and finally wrapped up their third day
on the Snoqualmie River working their vessels
in swiftwater environments. During each training session, participants were given the opportunities to run their vessels in current, static,
swiftwater, and night operations. Operators of
the boats became proficient in handling their
vessels in high speed maneuvers and low speed
docking situations.
The rescue boat operator program also developed an Agile Crew component to their training
during 2017. This new qualification allowed
non-boat operators working on rescue boats
to gain the experience and training necessary
to support the Rescue Boat Operator. This new
qualification provided better accountability and
education for all members working on vessels
in Zone 3.
Rescue Boat Operators also worked closely with
Dive Teams to establish anchoring methods to
deploy dive platforms for incidents incorporating circle searches off vessels.
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Hazardous Materials
The Consortium Hazardous Materials (Hazmat)
Technicians met their annual objectives by attending the annual training. The block training
occurred in January with 16 hours of training
for each technician over two days. This year’s
topics included the Incident Command System for Hazmat calls, chemical and biological
responses, road transportation, white powder
calls, and weapons of mass destruction. Most
of the instructors were subject matter experts
within the consortium’s Hazmat teams, but we
also had outside instructors from the FBI and
the 10th Civil Support Team (CST) out of Fort
Lewis.
There were also two quarterly drills the technicians took part in, which included a joint drill
with the 10th CST team, and a walk-through of
the Boeing Hazmat Facility in Auburn with Boeing Hazmat.
A Hazmat Incident Commander class was offered by the consortium in April. This is a required class for Battalion Chiefs and acting
Battalion Chiefs that could be taking command
at a Hazmat call in their jurisdiction.
The weekly Saturday drills added up to over 40
sessions for the technicians to round out the
rest of their skill development. The drills typically run 3-4 hours and are designed to cover
the balance of the NFPA required training for
the technicians. This year included training

on the new foam trailers, which are housed at
Station 14 and Station 73. They contain Alcohol
Resistant Aqueous Film Forming Foam, which
is the only tool that will combat ethanol fires.
There are six to eight tankers coming through
Zone 3 per day carrying thousands of gallons of
ethanol.
Wildland Firefighting
The Wildland program was given an opportunity
to provide our structural firefighters with Urban
Interface training during Block 3. This training,
originally developed by a cadre of instructors
from around the South Puget Sound region,
including the Department of Natural Resources,
had also been given to our neighboring fire jurisdictions in Pierce and Kitsap counties. Three
hundred eighty three firefighters attended the
block training at the Consortium offices.
For “red card” training, the Consortium brought
on fourteen new wildland firefighters during
our initial classes in April and May. These new
wildland firefighters benefit from a live fire field
day made possible through a partnership with
Orting Fire and the Lincoln Tree Farm in Graham. Thirty-six Consortium firefighters were
red card recertified in 2017, many of whom
were deployed through the summer and fall to
fires throughout Washington and California.
Looking towards 2018 we continue to see a rise
in urban interface wildfires and the Consortium
stands committed to providing wildland training.

Special Operations

Emergency Medicine

Annual Training
In 2017, the EMS Training Division offered annual training for our EMTs through the Skills
Assessment Workshop, held in the spring. EMTs
participated in a discussion about protocol
changes and updates to annual focused training, as well as participated in the required annual skills assessment. This year we continued
to work on creating a streamlined and consistent delivery of annual and quarterly EMS training.
Quality Assessment and Quality Improvement (QA/QI)
The continuous improvement of EMS skills
throughout the region are a result of consistent training and timely feedback. The EMS
Division is in regular communication with the
medical director (Dr. Rea), King County Medic One, and the area hospitals about feedback
and follow up on aid calls, most specifically for
CPR’s, STEMIs (ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction) and strokes. Fire companies reviewed their
CPR calls with the Training Division for continued improvement. Patient outcome feedback is
imperative to closing the loop on outstanding
patient care.
Stroke Training
The Training Consortium is an active participant in regional stroke committees organized
to improve pre-hospital care. New protocols,
rapid assessment, treatment, and transport to
the appropriately capable hospital facilities has
shown a marked improvement in patient outcomes. The EMS Division has distributed many

positive stroke outcomes and feedback to our
care providers in the Consortium because of
their improved level of patient care.
HIPAA and Protected Health Information
Training
The EMS Division redesigned and implemented the delivery of Washington State mandated HIPAA training to create a more consistent
program (previously run through King County).
The change to an in-house training program
provides efficiency and can be tracked for verification.
EMT Academy
The EMT Academy has the goal of making
“street ready” EMTs that are versed both in the
basic skill set of an EMT as well as King County Protocols. The program is structured as a
five week intensive program for new and seasoned EMTs. The class equips brand new EMTs
with the requisite knowledge and skills; current
EMTs are given an environment to hone their
skill set and bring them up to speed with King
County protocols and best practices.
The EMT Academy has become the best practice model that King County uses for five week
intensive programs. The academy is run by a
Senior EMS Instructor and uses a daily cadre of
four instructors to maintain an effective instructor to student ratio and maximize practical sets
and reps. Lecturers include active EMTs, King
County Medics, and subject matter experts. In
2017, the EMT Academy welcomed additional students from the King County International
Airport and South King Fire and Rescue.
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Health & Wellness Website

Hydration

In March, the Health & Wellness online resource
was launched, located on the landing page for
the LMS. This site is smart phone and computer
friendly, allowing members to access helpful
information. The Health & Wellness site can
be used both as a resource for individuals
and as a training site. There are sixteen
resource pages addressing important day to
day issues firefighters encounter including
sleep, stress reduction, fitness, nutrition,
healthcare resources, injury prevention, and
more. In 2017, SKCFTC member departments
received hands on training during the EMT
Skills Workshop. The website has brought
together 48 Peer Support members from four
departments available for any member to use.
Central Pierce Fire, outside of the Consortium,
added more Peer Support members accessible
by tab from the Peer Support page. This site
continues to be used for initial training of new
hires attending Academy and as a resource for
all personnel.

The Hydration Video was developed for Training officers and used levity to drive home the
importance of hydrating. Hydration is key to
healthy firefighting and training. Awareness and
preparation, in hydration and beyond, are extremely important when our Training Officers
(TOs) attend Live Fire burn training. It is very
easy for our TOs to neglect themselves during
these fast-moving events. Additionally, new
hires receive instruction during the first week of
Academy on dehydration prevention.

Peer Support
In a regional effort for Peer Support, Consortium departments have brought together and
trained 48 Peer Support members, available for
any department member to use. Firefighters
in need can decide who they would feel most
comfortable contacting by reviewing the Peer
Support member pictures and biographies. Peer
Support Team members operate under the requirements of the Washington State Law, which
states all shared information is confidential and
privileged.

Decontamination
This year marked the first year TOs and recruits
were provided decontamination kits to assist in
hygiene and proper containment of gear during
Live Fire training. The associated Decon Flow
Chart, posted under “Advice for Life” on the
Health & Wellness website, guides personnel to
properly bag and tag dirty gear, to wipe neck
and face after training, and to drive from live
fire training to a gear cleaning destination without contaminating personal vehicles. Bringing
an extra change of clothes and showering prior to driving home is required for both recruits
and TOs.
Work Hardening
In 2017, the SKCFTC began oversight of several work hardening programs for Consortium
department firefighters. TOs use credible resources in the area (P3 and PotentRX) to help
firefighters attain fitness, weight loss and behavioral goals to get back fitness for duty.

Health & Wellness

A Look at 2018

The South King County Fire Training Consortium has planned for a productive 2018. Tina
Williamson and Alex Novotny have somehow
balanced multiple shift schedules, limited training facilities, and our ambitious work plans to
build out the Annual Training Calendar.
2018 will feature Block Training for Live Fire,
EMT Skills Assessment, Firefighting Fundamentals, Blue Card simulations, and Vehicle Extrication/Mass Casualty scenarios. The Consortium
will launch Recruit Academy 5 in February; it
is set to be our largest class yet. Academy 6
will launch in the fall. We will also host another
Battalion Chief Academy, and we’ll build on that
success with a corresponding Company Officer

Academy. We look forward to offering classes
on Building Construction, Tactics, and Incident
Safety Officer.
But our role will go beyond Training; the Consortium will continue to focus on the wellness
of our members. We will host personnel for
back to work training and work-hardening, and
we’ll be even more active in assisting agencies
with wellness programs and annual medical
evaluations. We’re in the process of upgrading
our Wellness/Fitness facilities and expanding
our network of resources. We want to play a
role in ensuring a long and healthy retirement
for the personnel we serve.
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Personnel
Chief Carson
Admin Support

Tina Williamson

Alexandra
Novotny

Multi-Media
Dan Powell

“

I continue to be impressed with
our regional training. This live
fire was the best so far with the
actual fire machines and water
application. The instructors
continue to lead with a ‘no
ego’ approach and this is very
encouraging. I have gone from
anxiety with training to looking
forward to training. I know I am
better because of this training.
Thank you and keep up the
good work.

Special Ops

Hazmat

Joe Kupferling

Jason
Konieczka

Jason Herman

Professional
Development
Dan
Alexander

Scott Galassi

Ryan Morgan
BC Mack

Fire Ops

Engineer
Training

John Madden

David Little

Dawn Judkins

Dennis Young

Jerry Montiel

Nate Strobel

Steve Parsons
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”

-Block 5 Live Fire Training

BC Cox

EMS

Health &
Wellness

Stephen
Rawson

Directory

Administration

Brian Carson
Deputy Chief of Fire Training
253.856.4382
bcarson@pugetsoundfire.org

EMS Training

Dawn Judkins
Captain
253.856.4322
djudkins@pugetsoundfire.org

Nate Strobel
Rick Cox
Battalion Chief of Special Operations & Captain
253.856.4326
Professional Development
nstrobel@pugetsoundfire.org
253.856.4487
rcox@pugetsoundfire.org
Bill Mack
Battalion Chief of Fire Operations,
EMS, Auto Extrication & Engineer
Training
253.856.4386
bmack@pugetsoundfire.org
Tina Williamson
Administrative Supervisor
253.856.4406
tmwilliamson@pugetsoundfire.org
Alexandra Novotny
Administrative Support II
253.856.4337
anovotny@pugetsoundfire.org

Agency Liaisons

Cari Coll
Battalion Chief, Vashon Island
ccoll@pugetsoundfire.org
Ryan Rodenberg
Firefighter, Enumclaw
rrodenberg@pugetsoundfire.org

Engineer Training

Jerry Montiel
Firefighter
253.856.4341
jmonteil@pugetsoundfire.org
Dave Little
Engineer
253.856.4383
dlittle@pugetsoundfire.org

Fire Operations

Dennis Young
Captain
253.856.4332
dyoung@pugetsoundfire.org
John Madden
Captain
253.856.4339
jmadden@pugetsoundfire.org
Steve Parsons
Engineer
253.856.4335
sparsons@pugetsoundfire.org

HazMat Training

Jason Konieczka
Captain
253.856.4340
jkonieczka@pugetsoundfire.org

Health & Wellness

Stephen Rawson
Captain
253.856.4361
srawson@pugetsoundfire.org

Multi-Media

Dan Powell
Lieutenant
253.856.4336
dpowell@pugetsoundfire.org

Professional Development

Dan Alexander
Lieutenant, Recruit Training, JATC,
ISO & Officer Development
253.856.4329
dalexander@pugetsoundfire.org
Scott Galassi
Captain, Recruit Training
253.856.4338
sgalassi@pugetsoundfire.org

Special Operations

Jason Herman
Captain, Tech Rescue
253.856.4325
jherman@pugetsoundfire.org
Joe Kupferling
Captain, Tech Rescue, Wildland
253.856.4384
jkupferling@pugetsoundfire.org
Ryan Morgan
Lieutenant, Water Rescue
253.856.4327
rmorgan@pugetsoundfire.org
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Photography

Online Training
Content

Class
Registration

Training
Calendar

EMT
Certification

Records
Management

WAC
Compliance

Firefighter Cancer
Best Practices

Tactical
Simulations

LMS

Fitness

Nutrition

Injury
Prevention

Cardiac
Prevention

Health &
Wellness

Video
Production

Multi-Media

ESO

CBT Training

MCI Training

Stroke Review

Manual Defib
Training

Defib CPR
Review

EMS

Training Division

Firefighter
Fundamentals

Return to
Work

Officer
Development

Incident Safety
Officer Training

JATC

Recruit
Training

Professional
Development

Pump
Academy
EVIP Training

Truck
Company Ops
Auto
Extrication

Pump
Simulator

New Apparatus
Training

Engineer
Testing

Hazmat

Water Rescue

Tech Rescue

Wildland

ARFF
Awareness

Special
Operations

Engineer
Training

After Action
Review

Blue Card
Command

SCBA Training

Fire Dynamics

Live Fire

Acquired
Structures

Fire Operations

Scope of Work

Room Rental

Admin Support
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Technical Annual
Training

Flammable
Liquids

Hazmat IC
Training

Operations
Annual Training

NW Coordinating
Group

Red Card

Urban
Interface

Boat Ops

Rescue
Swimmer

Dive Rescue

Swiftwater
Rescue

Structural
Collapse

Rope Rescue

Confined
Space Rescue

Trench
Rescue

Training Hours
Burien/North
Highline

Quarterly Training
Ad-Hoc Hours
Total
Quarterly Training

Enumclaw

Ad-Hoc Hours
Total
Quarterly Training

Maple Valley

Ad-Hoc Hours
Total
Quarterly Training

Puget Sound

Ad-Hoc Hours
Total
Quarterly Training

Renton

Ad-Hoc Hours
Total
Quarterly Training

Skyway

Ad-Hoc Hours
Total
Quarterly Training

Tukwila

Ad-Hoc Hours
Total
Quarterly Training

Vashon Island

Ad-Hoc Hours
Total
Quarterly Training

VRFA

Ad-Hoc Hours
Total

SKCFTC Total

2016 Hours 2017 Hours
7,989.25

10,574.42

8,466

10,825.17

223.11

99.5

476.75

1,585.36

Total

2,442.95

1,808.47

2,542.45

464.8

775.35

5,649.55
6,114.35

6,392.3

7,167.65

35,974.14

43,460.53

41,661.08

50,436.49

1,663.95

2,439.3

5,686.94

21,560.15

6,975.96

26,356.25

23,224.1

28,795.55

535.9

410.3

2,296.15
2,832.05

2,208.05
2,618.35

10,430.22

12,843.25

12,543.19

14,599.45

279.75

213.85

2,112.97
2,542.95
2,822.7

1,756.2

3,198.25
3,412.2

23,062.06

24,186.32

25,606.22

29,102.17

2,544.16

Quarterly Training 113,964.08
Ad-Hoc Hours

250.75

14,345.42
128,309.5

4,915.85

145,620.82*
17,972.31

163,593.13*

*Includes Recruit Class 4 personnel hours

2017 Per
Capita Hours
120.28

62.01

91.89

227.19

199.97

77.01

214.70

59.86

240.51

191.34*
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